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Harring Doors will provide a limited lifetime warranty for INTERIOR doors.
Qualifications:
1. Max door size with 10” bottom rail = 36” x 98”
2. Max door size with 12” bottom rail = 42” x 99”
3. Max door size with 14” bottom rail = 48” x 108”
4. Minimum size for stiles and top rail = 4 1/8”
5. Doors shall not be subjected to extremes of heat, dry, or humid conditions
6. Relative humidity must not be less than 25% or greater than 55%
7. Utilizing solid lumber at stiles, rails, or panels will void the warranty
8. Please review the original quote carefully to address project-specific qualifications
Excluded from this warranty:
1. Issues originated relative to the appearance of field finished doors
2. Natural variations in the color and texture of the wood components
Tolerances:
1. Prefit tolerances shall be +- 1/16” for width, height, and thickness
2. Factory hardware preparation tolerance for all hardware shall be 1/32”
3. Warp will not be considered a defect unless it exceeds ¼” in the plane of the door itself
4. For doors 1 ¾” and thicker; warp will not exceed ¼” in doors 42” x 84” or smaller
5. Warp does not refer to the relationship of the door to the frame, jamb, wall, or adjacent door


Harring Doors reserves the right to defer any action or claim for warp or telegraphing for up to 12 months to
allow for the door to acclimate to the temperature and humidity conditions of the permanent location.

IMPORTANT:
Site conditions and all items/issues relative to installation are not in the control of Harring Doors. The doors must be
stored, handled, finished, and installed in strict accordance with the provisions set forth in Appendix One [1] of this
warranty. Failure to follow the conditions set forth in Appendix One will void the warranty.
All products manufactured by Harring Doors are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship
which would render said products unserviceable or unfit for use of the original intent. This warranty extends from the
original ship date. Any claim should be processed through the intermediate supplier, in writing, within 5 days of
identifying a problem.
LIABILITY:
Harring Doors liability to the repair or replacement of defective or non-conforming products, or financial credit to a
degree thereof, is solely determined by Harring Doors. If a product becomes defective after installation, Harring
Doors agrees to pay a reasonable amount to solve the issue. Work such as machining, finishing, removing, and rehanging and all costs relative, must be discussed and agreed upon before Harring Doors will participate and continue
with the warranty. If the defect, for which a product is rejected, was visible and apparent before installation, Harring
cannot be responsible for any removal, re-hanging, or refinishing charges.
INSPECTION REQUIREMENT:
Due to our products being shipped to various regions, we must impose upon the purchaser the inspection of all
products within a period of 30 days. Any claim for defects must be made in writing [harring@harringdoors.com] within
five [5] days of noticing the issue in question. No claim under this warranty shall be accepted unless the foregoing
notice has been given.

NOTE: Marginal color variation may occur from batch to batch and multiple manufacturing locations for
factory painted doors.
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